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**ADDITIONAL FEATURES**

Moreover, Symbiosis Law School, Noida also provides additional facility of accessing information relating to diversified areas through the unique facility, which provides access to the Learners and Tutors to know about rare books, collection, articles, monument, information about any news, updates, useful resources, useful websites, recent judicial decisions etc., through following mediums:

1) Web OPAC

2) DELNET Online Services

3) Curiosity/Online Library

Symbiosis Law School, Noida Library is a member of Developing Library Network (DELNET). The DELNET allows its member to search the Books, Articles, Videos, CD-ROMs, On-line Dictionaries and Encyclopedias from database of about 1185 libraries worldwide.

Symbiosis Law School, Noida is also committed to use apt use of Information Technology. So keeping in mind this end, recently Symbiosis Law School, Noida has started unique facility of providing online access to the learners to see any updates, news, information or other useful resources related to their subject. There is a common place where users (Faculty members and Learners) contribute to the development of Online library under the head of “Curiosity”-Online Library of SLS, NOIDA.” This has resulted into a great success with the help of useful contribution of Learners and Faculty Members.
The details of all these online/electronic resources as to their Contents, Usages, Facilities, and mode of function, accessing, retrieving, using and downloading information is given under the following heads:

1) **MANUPATRA:**

Manupatra is a leading Law Publisher in India which provides online as well published text resources to access the latest information regarding Law, Taxation, Corporate and Business Policy.

The important feature of this legal database is it provides privileged access to its users and empowers them with in-depth legislative, regulatory and procedural information critical for decision making, without having to go to multiple sources. IP users can have direct access to any information relating to above mentioned areas by avoiding multiple results.

It provides information under following heads:

1) Manu Search
2) Legal Search
3) Act Search

Data base allows you to store or save the information accessed or the data retrieved through above mentioned modes of search, thereby one can have access to the last page/web page/document/search visited or stored or saved in the facility provided for.
“Legal Search” facility of Manupatra is one of the innovative medium through which Researcher/User can get immediate results. Under the head of “Legal Search” following tools are provided to retrieve any information provided by Manupatra:

- Advance Search
- Indian Citation
- International Citation

Miscellaneous Searches:
- Search of Case Laws by selecting Bench
- Judgments under the Act or Statutes
- Case Law search by Case number
- Search Commentary (Search with the help of views of Authors of books, articles etc.)

The Miscellaneous Searches will assist user in viewing case laws by refining/ restricting the search results to bench pronouncing them OR viewing selected important case laws in form of Judgments under Act or Statute (Digest).

Manupatra, by and large provides access to all the judgments delivered by the Courts and reported in the recognized journals.
2) HEIN ONLINE:

Hein Online is a premier online research product with more than 90 million pages of legal history available in an online, fully-searchable, image-based format and is the world’s largest image-based legal research collection.

Hein Online bridges the gap in legal history by providing comprehensive coverage from inception of more than 1,700 law and law-related periodicals. In addition to its vast collection of law journals, Hein Online also contains the Congressional Record Bound volumes in entirety, complete coverage of the U.S. Reports back to 1754, famous world trials dating back to the early 1700’s, legal classics from the 18th & 19th centuries, the United Nations and League of Nations Treaty Series, all United States Treaties, the Federal Register from inception in 1936, the CFR from inception in 1938, and much more.

It provides an exclusive feature that user can access the exact page images of the documents in PDF format just as they appear in the original print copy. This means that all charts, graphs, tables, pictures, hand written notes, photographs, and footnotes appear where they belong.

Following are the few features of Hein Online which the users often find it very useful in their research and academic work:

- **Personal Research Tool**: It is a complimentary tool that allows user to create and organize bookmarks, save search queries, email links to bookmarks or search queries, and create title/eTOC alerts using
your own personal research account. You can create a bookmark directly from an article or document or from your search results. User can also export bookmarks to an email, a CSV file, to RefWorks or to End Note. With the creation of a MyHein account, User can access your saved research anytime. Every user can create their own user name and password that only they will have access to.

- **Librarian’s corner**: Hein Online’s Librarian’s Corner contains promotional materials and digital files of our logos that you can use to promote the use of Hein Online. Tools and resources available include posters, graphic banners for your web needs, a Law Journal Library citation or search widget, full color and black/white logos, and much more.

- **Hein’s Scholar check**: Hein's Scholar Check is a series of tools and features integrated throughout various Hein Online libraries that allow you to view journal articles that have a heavy influence on the subject Users are researching.

- **Hein Online Help & Support Page**: On the Hein Online Help & Support Page, you can find training resources and e-learning tools including video tutorials, training guides, FAQs, search examples and much more.

- **Extensive Search Option**: Extensive Search Options Use a field or advanced search to find terms, article or document titles, authors, and other data across documents. Narrow your search using the "Search within These Results" or quickly run the same search in another library with the click of a mouse. Download documents as a PDF and search the text using your PDF Reader.

- **Subscribed Libraries**: Hein Online data base connects directly to few libraries thereby allowing users to have direct access to the exact
or/and relevant information one is looking for. Especially major libraries subscribed are:

1) Law Journal Library: It contains more than 1,700 law and law-related periodicals. Coverage is from the first issue published for all periodicals and goes through the most-currently published issues allowed based on contracts with publishers. Search by article title, author, subject, state or country published, full text, and narrow by date.

2) English Reports: The English Reports delivers exact page images of the original bound reprint edition, containing more than 100,000 cases, together with the Indexes and Book of Charts. In addition, multiple navigation tools, such as a Case Locator, Chart Tool, and an Advanced Search feature enhance the ease of access to specific cases. Also included in this collection is the Statutes of the Realm (1235-1713), along with Pre-1865 Law Reports.

- **Special Facilities for Subscribers:** Hein Online offers a variety of subscription options to meet your research needs. Hein Online offers a Core Subscription Package with access to a base of content & Libraries as outlined below.
  
  i. Canada Supreme Court Reports
  
  ii. Treaties & Agreement Library
  
  iii. Early American Case Law
  
  iv. United States Code
  
  v. English Reports, Full Print
  
  vi. U.S. Attorney General & Department of Justice Collection
  
  vii. Federal Register/Code of Federal Regulations
  
  viii. U.S. Federal Legislative History Library
ix. Law Journal Library
x. U.S. Presidential Library
xi. Legal Classics
xii. U.S. Statutes at Large
xiii. U.S. Supreme Court Library
xiv. Pentagon Papers
xv. Revised Statutes of Canada

(Additional Information is available on: http://heinonline.org/HeinDocs/HOLBrochure.pdf)
3) Emerald Online:

Emerald Online is huge online learning database which provides user various study and research material available on web. It provides access to information or data through various modes and sources.

**Browsing options** provided by Emerald Online are precious and directed to exact and accurate information which the user seeks to get through its various modes and sources. Browsing option included:

1) General search
2) Advanced search
3) Search for Journals
4) Search for Books
5) Search for Case Studies
6) Search for Bibliographic databases
7) Search for Site pages.

Browsing option is indeed useful for the Users since all abovementioned searches are arranged by further steps:

- Search by Alphabet
- Search by Subject

This advanced tool of finding accurate and correct information is the unique feature of Emerald Online database. In this connection, the
search result is shown with the type of Book, journal and also with the ISSN or ISBN standards.

(Link: http://www.emeraldinsight.com/browse.htm?content=journal_books)

“Resources” is another such useful tool for the stakeholders and is targeted towards specified groups by considering the need of the particular field. Not only web resources but also guidance and training tips are given on the Emerald Online which shall definitely help the specified users such as:

- Authors looking for writing or/and publishing books or articles.
- Persons in Teaching zone
- Persons in Learning zone
- For Librarians

This is the distinctive feature of Emerald Online, since the information providing Guidance & Learning resources to abovementioned is gathered and arranged very meticulously by considering the need and demand.

**Support resources:** Since the Emerald Online is a reservoir of online database of information; it strives to show the correct and accurate link of information by providing guidance as to how to use emerald website facility.

The said facility is available on:
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/help/user/index.htm

It provides a set of quick guides on how to access our content and where to find further information. These interactive demonstrations last around four minutes and walk you through the key features of Emerald products:
Emerald eJournals
Emerald Backfiles
Emerald Emerging Markets Case Studies
Emerald ManagementFirst
Emerald eBooks

Moreover

“Journal of the Week”,
Emerald’s Own Publications/Emerald Books/e-Books
Latest news & announcements

are additional features which contribute to the making of it world’s fastest and largest Online database.

4) Westlaw India:

Westlaw India is a part of Thomson Reuters South Asia Private Limited, which is a first online legal information resource combining
About Westlaw India: Westlaw is a subscription-based service giving you access to Case Law, Legislation, Law Reviews, Treatises, and Directories organized by topical and jurisdictional libraries with editorially enhanced and reliable content and easy to use interface.

It is extensively used by government, academic institutions and the judiciary in South Asia, Westlaw combines trustworthy legal and regulatory materials from renowned content providers such as Sweet & Maxwell, Indlaw.com, Thomson West, Lawbook Co and Carswell.

Products: Westlaw India provides access to Case Law, Legislation, Law Reviews, Treatises, and Directories organized by topical and jurisdictional libraries with editorially enhanced and reliable content - head notes, citator and legal update alerts – and an easy-to-use interface.

Westlaw helps the user to find out legal information as to:

- How to find Legislation
- How to find a Case Law/Judgment delivered by a Court
- To keep abreast of current legal development through Court decisions and decisions by policy makers.
• How to search EU online legal information/update
• How to search UK online legal information/update

It also provides user facility of Print, Save and email the relevant online legal information and material in most convenient manner. For which it provides options for such functions.

Westlaw provides above services under the following heads:
• Cases
• Legislation
• Current Awareness
• UK material
• EU material

Under abovementioned head it provides several options to search accurate and exact information those are:
• Free text search
• Party names
• Citation
• Supreme Court judgments
• High Court judgments
• Federal Court judgments
• Tribunal
• Legislation search by Title, by year and by Alphabet.
• State Legislation
• Subordinate legislation
• News
• Press Notes
• UK Cases
• UK Legislation
• UK Journals
• UK Current Awareness
Advance Search

5) Kluwer Competition Law:

Wolters Kluwer Law & Business is a leading global provider of intelligent information and electronic solutions for legal and business professional and expert educational resources for law students and professors.

It connects people in legal and business communities with timely, specialized expertise and information-enabled solutions to support KCL customers’ success through productivity, accuracy and mobility.

Kluwer Competition Law, an online legal database relating to Competition Law, which is very booming & flourishing area of Law practice and Advocacy, provides vast access to legal information or material relating to Competition and allied field.

It is very well structured online legal database and it’s products and services are being provided with the help of following tools:

- Browse Categories:
  - Jurisdictions
  - e-Competitions
  - Antitrust
  - Cartels
  - Mergers
- State Aid
- Liberalization

- Books
- Journal
- Updates & News and
- Advanced Search option

**European Cartel Digest Precedent Finder:** The European Cartel Digest Precedent Finder is a customized electronic tool, enabling you to research and compare cartel decisions and judgments from the competition authorities and courts of the EU, France, Germany and the UK. Covering all substantive and procedural aspects, it allows you to access not only the expert practitioner summaries of cases in the loose-leaf publication European Cartel Digest, but also to link the results to the base source documents from the European Commission and the European Courts. New cases will be added in February, May, August and November, as for the loose-leaf volume. The Precedent Finder was created by the editorial team of the European Cartel Digest, headed by Ewoud Sakkers (Head of Unit, European Commission, Directorate-General Competition, Brussels) and Johan Ysewyn (Partner, Clifford Chance, Brussels), assisted by Emma Beddington, Jan Ceyssens and Jindrich Kloub.

---

**6) Ebrary:**

While establishing Ebrary it was believed that books and other information should be available online to meet the growing needs of libraries, researchers, and
Ebrary has now grown into a leading e-book provider to libraries and researchers worldwide. It virtually created advancement in the field of academics and research by making available e-books on almost all the subject and theme including:

- Science & Technology
- Humanities and Law
- Corporate, Business and Management Science
- Computers and Information Technology
- Language & Literature
- International Law & International Relations
- Engineering
- Aerospace
- Psychology, Religion and Anthropology
- Sociology and Economics
- Etc.,

It provides solutions/services to following subscribers/sectors:

- Government
- Corporate & Business Houses
- Academics, & Universities
Public
High Schools and
Publishers

Its services and products are provided with the help of following tools and arrangements:

- Simple Search
- Search with the help of Title, Subject, Author, Publisher, ISBN etc.,
- Quick View
- Bookshelf

User can avail the facilities and services providing by Ebrary with the help of few steps to get started:

1) Conduct a search
2) Open a Book
3) Explore the document
4) Highlight, take notes and transform text into hyperlinks
5) Use info-tools
6) Copy and paste text, and print pages and chapters
7) Manage and share your research

**Bookshelves facility** is quite interesting, which allows a User to create a bookshelf account to save highlights, notes and hyperlinks.

**7) EBSCO:**

EBSCO is a powerful online reference system accessible via the Internet or direct connection. It offers a variety of proprietary full
The comprehensive databases range from general reference collections to specially-designed, subject specific databases for public, academic, school, medical, corporate, and government libraries.

**Browsing option** of Ebsco provides two versions of the Choose Database Screen—brief and detailed. The brief version of the Choose Database Screen is available from any search or browse screen, result list, or citation details.

EBSCO *host* offers the ability to select the database you want to search by database name or subject area. Library administrator decides how databases will be selected.

Moreover, browsing option provides following tools to arrive at relevant material:

- New Search
- Subject wise search
- Publications
- Advanced Search options

**8) CLA Online:**
CLA Online is part of CLA (Company Law Advisor), a professionally managed publishing company having focus on print and electronic media, having expertise in reporting of Company Cases.

CLA not only covers Corporate and Allied Laws, it also covers Business Laws in good measure. The editorial comments, being objective and forthright, provoke thought without bias or malice. Owing to its long standing reputation CLA is cited before Company Law Board, High Court and Supreme Court.

CLA Online makes available legal information under following heads:

- **Case Law search**, the silent features of which are:
  1. Case Laws (Supreme Court, all High Courts, Orders of CLB / SAT with Head notes powered by Corporate Law Adviser) since 1950
  2. Excellent user friendly search facilities.
  3. Coverage of cases relating to Corporate Laws – Company law, Securities Law, SEBI law, Foreign Exchange law, Banking, SARFAESI, SICA, MRTP, Competition law, LLP, etc.
  5. Searches are user friendly, allowing user to search cases with the help of Party name, citation mode, Date of judgment, name of Advocate, Name of the Judge etc.
  6. It also provides Copy-paste function.

- **Statutes on Corporate Law**: the silent feature of which are:
1. Circulars, Notifications, Updated Acts, Rules, Regulations, Guidelines etc with additions and amendments incorporated on daily basis
2. Excellent user friendly search facilities.
3. Circulars, Notifications since 1950
4. Coverage of Corporate Laws – Company law, Securities Law, SEBI law, Foreign Exchange law, Banking, SARFAESI, SICA, MRTP, Competition law, LLP, etc.
6. Search of any Notification/Circular as per number of Notification or Circular, date of Notification or Circular, headnote of Notification or Circular etc.,
7. Search by Keywords
8. Copy-paste function

9) JSTOR:

JSTOR is a shared digital library created in 1995 to help university and college libraries to free space on their shelves, save costs, and provide greater levels of access to more content than ever before.
JSTOR is a not-for-profit, founded to help academic libraries and publishers. While by digitizing content to high standards and supporting its long-term preservation, it also aim to help libraries and publishers of scholarly content transition their collections and publishing activities from print to digital operations. Its aim is to expand access to scholarly content around the world and to preserve it for future generations. We provide access to some or all of the content free-of-charge when we believe we can do so and still meet our long-term obligations.

Basically JSTOR’s products are divided amongst three major tools:

1. Search tools (Advanced/Beta/Citation Locator)
2. Browse by Subject, Title and Publisher
3. My JSTOR: (For Profile/Shelf/Account of the User)

Following are the browsing features of JSTOR which help to find out online material quicker.

- **Beta Search:** is a completely new JSTOR search, providing an easier to use interface and a new search engine. A key goal of the new Beta Search is to provide better results for simple queries. It is also powered by ‘Access Refinement’ whereby it allows you to limit your search results to content in collections licensed by your institution, or select "All Content" to search across all content on JSTOR.

- **Advanced Search:** provides quick and relevant access to information asked for Book, Primary sources and new books.

**10) SCC OnLine:**

The SCC OnLine® Web Edition has an extensive database of Indian law, statute law and other material, with a high performance search engine and high-speed access. The database includes cases and statutes, and is regularly updated with new cases and statutes. The SCC OnLine® Web Edition is accessible from anywhere with an internet connection, making it easy to access the information you need, whenever and wherever you need it.
The SCC Editorial Team is perhaps the most respected in India and SCC Online Web Edition brings User their expertise in the form of carefully drafted and expertly edited legal information. Martials published in SCC since its inception, as well as extensive content carefully picked from a number of other reliable sources, make User’s search results better and more reliable.

It has following prominent features:

1) Reliability
2) Accessibility
3) Relevance
4) Case Notes and Headnotes
5) Topic and Statutes Guide
6) Simple interface, Powerful Capabilities

7) Extensive Data Coverage:
   - Indian Case Laws: (Supreme Court/Federal Court/High Courts/Tribunals & Commissions)
   - Indian Statutory Law (Central Statute and Rules, Regulation etc.)
   - Indian Secondary Materials (Constituent Assembly Debates, Law Commission of India, Legal Articles)
   - Foreign Case Laws
   - International Material (WIPO Domain Name Dispute Case, Human Rights Treaties & Conventions and Legal Articles).
   - Law Reports (other Law Reports also covered)
   - Moreover, huge data from Court, Govt., and other sources is being continuously added.
11) Kluwer Arbitration:

KluwerArbitration.com is the world's leading online resource for international arbitration research. It contains a wealth of commentary from expert authors and an extensive collection of primary source materials. Plus, as a subscriber you gain access to exclusive materials including ICC cases and awards.

The KluwerArbitration.com online database is developed and maintained in conjunction with two partners:

1) International Council for Commercial Arbitration
2) Institute for Transnational Arbitration

Additional commentary and materials are published in association with the International Council for Commercial Arbitration (ICCA), the leading worldwide organization devoted to promoting international arbitration and other forms of dispute resolution. Over a period of many years, ICCA has compiled, translated into English and edited case law, legislation, national reports and congress proceedings on international arbitration. ICCA's principal publications, prepared with the assistance of the Permanent Court of Arbitration in The Hague, are included in KluwerArbitration.com.

Primary source materials not included in print publications are taken from the ITA Monthly Report, which is published in association with the Institute for Transnational Arbitration (ITA), which has become an important international forum in the field of transnational arbitration. Through regular contributions
from the ITA Board of Reporters, the ITA Monthly Report covers the latest developments in international arbitration.

Kluwer Arbitration provides Category wise material with respect to:

- Bilateral Investment Treaties (BIL)
- Conventions
- Jurisdiction
- NY Convention decisions
- Legislation
- Rules

It also makes available material or information gathered through:

- Books
- Journals
- News and Updates
- Advanced Search facility.

**12) Journal of Moral Education:**

Journal is part of Taylor & Francis Online which offers a wide range of services and products electronically.
Taylor & Francis Group collaborate with researchers, scholarly societies, universities and libraries worldwide to bring knowledge to life. Their journals program encompasses over 1,600 titles and as one of the world’s leading publishers of scholarly journals our content spans all areas of Humanities, Social Sciences, Science and Technology. They have expertise in the following things:

**Journal:**
Taylor & Francis Group publish quality peer-reviewed journals under the following imprints:
- **Routledge:** covering a spectrum of social science, arts and humanities disciplines.
- **Taylor & Francis:** disseminating high-quality peer-reviewed scientific research, covering science, technology and engineering.

**Reference Works:**
Written and edited by leading professionals and scholars, these distinguished reference works (formerly published under the Marcel Dekker imprint) are trusted worldwide for their authority, comprehensiveness, and substantial research tools. Now online, these resources are enriched with regular updates and a host of valuable features!

**Databases:**
- **Routledge ERA - Educational Research Abstracts Online:** ([www.routledge-era.com](http://www.routledge-era.com))
  ERA is a comprehensive database comprising specially selected high-quality abstracts which cover the current international research in education. A versatile research tool, ERA is primarily aimed at researchers, academics, and students studying all fields of education but is also valuable to practitioners in the discipline. Coverage is
broad-ranging and across several fields, including: child development, educational management, educational technology, health education, higher education, literacy, multicultural education, sociology of education, special needs, and technical education and training.

- **Studies on Women and Gender Abstracts:**
  (www.routledge-swa.com)

  Studies on Women and Gender Abstracts is an international abstracting service designed to meet the information needs of busy librarians and all those working, teaching, studying or researching into any of the main areas of women's studies. The major focus is on education, employment, women in the family and community, medicine and health, female sex and gender role socialisation, social policy, the social psychology of women, female culture, media treatment of women, biography, literary criticism and historical studies. Both theoretical and empirical materials are abstracted.

- **Research into Higher Education Abstracts:**

  Research into Higher Education Abstracts, published on behalf of the Society for Research into Higher Education, exists to propagate knowledge about, and encourage discussion of, significant research into higher education. Published by Routledge on behalf of the Society for Research into Higher Education, it provides a regular survey of international periodicals relevant to the theory and practice of higher education and also offers a selective coverage of books and monographs. More than 600 abstracts are produced each year.

**E-Books**

Over 23,000 authoritative eBooks are available to libraries and institutions for annual subscription or outright purchase. We offer a variety of collections by subject, a selection of best-seller packages,
or a pick and mix option to give you the flexibility to choose the best solution for your patrons. Visit www.ebookssubscriptions.com for more information.

Our complete range of eBooks is also available for individual purchase at the Taylor & Francis eBook Store.

**CRCnetBASE**

**CRCnetBASE:**

the eBook platform from CRC Press, offers instant access to the world's premier scientific and technical references with added support for libraries. This award-winning platform features over 7,600 scientific and technical eBooks spanning 40 disciplines. Featuring 37 tightly focused Signature netBASE collections and 5 Premium netBASE collections (which feature multiple Signature netBASEs), the collections are built to drive and complement today’s research. Annual subscriptions and perpetual access options are available as well as netBASE Select which allows customers to build their own collection with a minimum of 25 titles.

**13) Kluwer Patent Law:**

Wolters Kluwer Law & Business is a leading global provider of intelligent information and electronic solutions for legal and business professional and expert educational resources for law students and professors.

**Categories wise search** is again an essential feature of Kluwer Patent Law:
- IP Legislation
- Cross Reference Tables EPC
- Organizations
- Landmark Patent Cases
- Jurisdictions

It enables users to have access to:
- Online Books
- Online Journals
- News & Updates related to Patent Law & regime.

**14) SAGE:**

SAGE is the world's 5th largest journals publisher. Our portfolio includes more than 700 journals spanning the Humanities, Social Sciences, and Science, Technology, and Medicine, and more than 298 are published on behalf of learned societies and institutions.
SAGE's prestigious and highly cited journals are available electronically on the award-winning SAGE Journals (SJ) platform powered by HighWire. *SAGE Journal* provides an access to electronic information or online reading material through following search tools:

1) Search All Journals (Advanced Search & Search history)
2) Brose Journal list (By Title and by Discipline)
3) My Alerts (through Email, Saved Searches & Citation and My favorite Journal)
4) News from SAGE

It also provides specific information & services to:

1) Librarians
2) Individual users
3) Authors
4) For Societies & their members

**Products from SAGE Journal:**

- Books
- Textbooks
- References
- Additional Products
15) About LexisNexis®

We believe that when you put information and technology into the right hands, you give people the power to shape the world.

LexisNexis® is a leading global provider of content-enabled workflow solutions designed specifically for professionals in the legal, risk management, corporate, government, law enforcement, accounting, and academic markets. LexisNexis originally pioneered online information with its Lexis® and Nexis® services. Part of Reed Elsevier, LexisNexis Legal & Professional serves customers in more than 175 countries with 10,000 employees worldwide.

Through the integration of information and technology, LexisNexis uniquely unites proprietary brands, advanced Web technologies and premium information sources. Across the globe, LexisNexis provides customers with access to billions of searchable documents and records from more than 45,000 legal, news and business sources.

To help customers win in their own marketplace, LexisNexis delivers Total Solutions—innovative products and services to address specific customer needs in order to improve productivity, increase profitability and stimulate growth.

Through Risk Solutions to assess risk, the company helps professionals verify identity, prevent fraud, comply with legislation, facilitate and secure commerce and support law enforcement and homeland security initiatives.

LexisNexis encompasses authoritative legal-publishing brands dating back to the 19th century including; Butterworths® in the United Kingdom, Canada, the Asia-Pacific region, Les Editions du Juris Classeur in France, and Martindale-Hubbell® and Matthew Bender® worldwide.

LexisNexis Culture

The Rule of Law	Leadership	Corporate Responsibility
16) About Taxmann

IN GENERAL

Taxmann is the leading publisher of tax and corporate laws in India. Besides publishing the books, it maintains the most accurate and largest online database on Direct-taxes (Domestic as well as International Taxation), Corporate Laws, Indirect-taxes, Accounts & Audit and Indian Acts & Rules.

Taxmann group is a conglomerate of several divisions which work independently to look after the editorial research & development, technology enhancements, printing, publishing, sales and marketing activities.

We have various sales offices/resident representatives throughout India. We have a dedicated centre for research and development as well as centre for technology support & enhancement. In 1960, our founder, Shri U.K. Bhargava laid the foundation stone of Taxmann. The objective behind was to 'Spearhead the pursuit of expertise and authenticity' in field of law.

OUR PRODUCTS

Taxmann was founded on the principle of authenticity, enriched experience of Indian laws and making compliances easier through our solutions.

We continuously aim to set new standards in the world of publishing and to develop products based on our readers' needs.

Following are our unique well known products:

In-Print Books: Taxmann publishes books on domestic and international taxation, corporate laws, account & audit, banking and insurance, etc. for professionals. We publish academic books for undergraduates, post graduates, professional courses in the field of taxation, corporate laws, accounts & audit, banking and management.

In-Print Magazines: Taxmann is publishing weekly and fortnightly journals on taxation and corporate laws since 1979. Currently we publish 5 journals / magazines. We maintain the high quality standards of the cases and articles published in these magazine. Honorable Courts refer to the citations of the cases published in these magazines.

e-Books and web commentaries: Taxmann is the first publisher in India to launch e-books and web commentaries on tax and corporate laws.

Online Legal Databases/Websites: Taxmann maintains the largest and most accurate database of Direct-taxes, International taxation, Indirect-taxes, Corporate laws, Accounts & Audit and Indian Acts & Rules. At www.taxmann.com we report all the important updates on hourly basis and all Acts & Rules are updated immediately. We are known for accuracy and precision to that extent that Government of
India uses Taxmann's Acts & Rules and other contents for the purpose of national website of Income-tax Department. Taxmann's services are also used for development and maintenance of www.incometaxindia.gov.in.

Smart phone & Tablet applications for IOS & Android

Tax compliance Tools

- TDS Computation and e-Filing of TDS Returns
- Tax Computation & e-Filing of Income Tax Returns
- e-TDS Return in cases where computation is not required and data is available in Excel
- XBRL Tool for e-Filing of Financial Statement as per MCA’s Taxonomy
Additional Online Resources of SLS, NOIDA

1) **DELNET:** Symbiosis Law School, Noida Library is a member of Developing Library Network (DELNET). The DELNET allows its member to search the Books, Articles, Videos, CD-ROMs, On-line Dictionaries and Encyclopedias from database of about 1185 libraries worldwide. For more details kindly visit: ([http://10.10.131.10/HOW%20TO%20ACCESS%20DELNET%20ONLINE%20SERVICES%20THROUGH%20THE%20WEB%20(2).pdf](http://10.10.131.10/HOW%20TO%20ACCESS%20DELNET%20ONLINE%20SERVICES%20THROUGH%20THE%20WEB%20(2).pdf))

2) **Web OPAC:** With the help of this facility, a Member/User can visit the latest addition to the Library by choosing this option. Membership Code and password is must in order to avail this facility. For more details kindly visit: ([http://lab-pc/webexnet/index.aspx](http://lab-pc/webexnet/index.aspx))

3) **Curiosity: The Online Library:** This page is one of the most popular and useful activity at SLS, NOIDA where both Faculty members as well as Students can contribute in order to develop online library through various information, data, Case Law, judicial decision, any important link, e-book, e-journal, any article or anything which is important part of the subjects given in curriculum of SLS, NOIDA. *This indeed, has become a reservoir of information and is a step towards commitment of SLS, NOIDA to use state-of-the-art technology in teaching & learning method. This essentially an environmental friendly step taken by SLS, NOIDA where data or information or any study material can be read or used or treated online without taking print out of the same.*

Below mentioned is sample page of Curiosity-the Online Library of Symbiosis Law School, Noida: (For more details: [http://curiosity.symlaw.edu.in/](http://curiosity.symlaw.edu.in/)).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Genre</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Curator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15 Apr</td>
<td>PPT on Uniform Civil Code</td>
<td>Family Law II</td>
<td>Course Material</td>
<td>Ashok Wadje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Apr</td>
<td>Case Laws on Uniform Civil Code</td>
<td>Family Law II</td>
<td>Course Material</td>
<td>Ashok Wadje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Apr</td>
<td>BEST WRITE UP on Jan Bhalin Vs. Amand M...</td>
<td>Family Law II</td>
<td>Interesting Stuff</td>
<td>Ashok Wadje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Apr</td>
<td>Settlement of Spousal Property</td>
<td>Family Law II</td>
<td>Interesting Stuff</td>
<td>Ashok Wadje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Apr</td>
<td>Articles on Uniform Civil Code</td>
<td>Family Law II</td>
<td>Course Material</td>
<td>Ashok Wadje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Apr</td>
<td>Delhi HC on Surrogacy</td>
<td>Family Law II</td>
<td>Interesting Stuff</td>
<td>Ashok Wadje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Apr</td>
<td>PPT on Law of Will/Testamentary Succession</td>
<td>Family Law II</td>
<td>Course Material</td>
<td>Ashok Wadje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Apr</td>
<td>PPT on Surrogacy</td>
<td>Family Law II</td>
<td>Course Material</td>
<td>Ashok Wadje</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>